To Whom this May Concern:
We are so exhausted of having these agendas being "shoved down our throats". We feel that this new wave LGBTQ is an agenda to expell and make distinct all Biblical views and Christian faiths from the face of the USA in which we were built on and is very clear in the Constitution of our fore fathers.
Let this community do whatever they do like us Christian-Judean people do without having our government participate by making more laws and outrageous agendas to change the nature of our people.
Our children can learn enough about the gay agenda from TV, social media, etc. It DOES NOT NEED TO BE TAUGHT IN OUR SCHOOL. Teachers themselves are protesting, but unfortunately cannot speak allowed for fear of losing their jobs!! Is this bullying or what?! Please hear our plea to keep this out of our schools, sports and discrimination toward Religious entities. It makes me cry to think of what direction our nation is going and how this will fully affect my family, friends and community. Below are some initial points:

- Transgender girls are biological males and, as Olympian Caitlyn (Bruce) Jenner notes, "That's why I oppose biological boys who are trans competing in girls’ sports in schools. It just isn't fair. And we have to protect girls’ sports in our schools."
- The First Amendment is still the First Amendment and religious schools which adhere to Biblical teaching on sexuality are protected by it.
- The majority of Americans do not want their taxpayer dollars used to force religious schools to abandon Biblical teaching.

Sincerely and with hope,
Mary and David Spieker
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